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Sustainability conferences as energy exposition sites...

procurement vs. sustainability officers vs. academics vs. students

Note: Photo depicts the 2014 site in Portland, OR



Calculation services and 
data management



Energy products that 
create ‘safe,’ green 
campus spaces…for 
whom?







1) How do campus spaces serve as sites of enacting particular normalizing 
views of nature and what new political or green geographies follow 
from such views of nature? 

2) In what ways do energy and other analytics services constrain and/or 
expand both the actual and the possible practices and discourses of 
sustainability and nature? 

3) How do racialized, gendered and other intersectional dynamics shape 
campus techno-politics?

Research Questions



Crisis management:
preparing for 
apocalypse in the 
‘lab’

protecting rodents 
as IP and resources 
from ‘ecoterrorists’



Proliferation of 
sustainability data, 
transparency and risk

Autocrats are also 
keen to go green…



Rating systems



Centering undergraduates as critical researchers  



Theorizing campus spaces as laboratories for energy 
innovation...

Turner, P.V. 1984. Campus: An American Planning Tradition. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.

campus – a “latinism” initially used to describe the grounds of colonial 
Princeton University (previously the College of New Jersey)

– more refined and distinctive than merely ‘grounds’ or in 
the case of Harvard, a ‘yard’.



Theorizing the campus space...as object of expert planning

Turner, P.V. 1984. Campus: An American Planning Tradition. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.

– 19th century... narrowly classic curriculum and religious 
orthodoxy led to riots and the deaths of multiple students 
and at least one college president

– architectural response was to build in a style called 
“collegiate gothic” to promote an institutional mythology 
of “age and permanence”

Memorial Hall, Harvard University Pembroke, Bryn Mawr College



Theorizing the campus space...as object of expert planning

Turner, P.V. 1984. Campus: An American Planning Tradition. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.

Massachusetts Hall, 
Harvard University

Pembroke, Bryn Mawr College

– the truly oldest buildings were in fact quite plain



Theorizing the campus space...as____________?

– changes to university spaces under neoliberal logics?

– land grant institutions and their transformations?

– community, technical, religious, HSBCU, urban, rural, 
international satellite campus...?



Ball State University Greening of the 
Campus Conferences

Nuanced debate grounded in the working experiences of and 
experiments practiced by academics, facilities managers, 
sustainability officers and others... yet very few of the papers in 
these conferences posed critical questions about the “power 
relations, policies and commercial imperatives driving” the greening 
of higher-education spaces. 

(see Freidberg 2014 regarding Life Cycle Analyses or LCAs, 179). 



Narrating the Sustainable Campus



Energy Analytics Services











Promises of a Feminist Energy 
Analytics



Feminist Challenges for Energy 
Analytics
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